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‘Stories make you think and dream; books make you want to ask questions.’

Michael Morpurgo 
British Children’s Laureate (2003-2005)

 I am not a linguist, but I have come to understand that people learn a language by using the 

language, and writing is using the language to express oneself and to communicate with others. When 

students write, they learn how to generate and organise their thoughts and ideas, and this project 

has allowed young writers to refine their writing skills in English. 

 The Standing Committee on Language Education and Research (SCOLAR) and British Council 

jointly organised the English Alliance 2010/11 – Stories Alive English Story-writing Competition for 

Junior Secondary Students. 

 This writing competition was designed to be inclusive. It was created for young writers of 

different abilities and diverse interests with the primary aim of generating creativity and a zest for 

writing in English at junior secondary level. Six wide-ranging genre-themes and three word-length 

categories were offered to stimulate students’ imaginations. 

 I am delighted to see that the writing competition has provided passionate young writers with 

a platform to explore the world of writing, to stretch their imaginations and hence to develop their 

language skills. It has been much more than just a competition. I am sure that the experience will 

serve as a valuable landmark in the young students’ life-long journey of learning. 

Foreword
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 I have to thank the frontline teachers and committed young participants who made this 

competition a great success. It has also been our honour to have the participation of experienced 

English language teachers and trainers from British Council Hong Kong, subject officers of the 

Education Bureau and SCOLAR members serving as the judging panel. They may not have realised the 

great extent to which they have enriched the learning lives of Hong Kong students.

 This anthology is a collection of winning stories to celebrate the accomplishments of Hong Kong 

young writers and their teachers. It also serves as a valuable and useful learning resource for the 

writers’ peers. 

 This foreword began with a quotation about stories and books from a previous British Children’s 

Laureate1. The anthology is a whole book of stories. I invite you to enjoy the pleasure of reading them 

and explore the ways in which the young writers bring each story alive.

1 The Children’s Laureate is elected every two years from the best of British children’s writers and illustrators. The role of the 
Children’s Laureate is to champion, enthuse and encourage young writers to write and excel. The current Children’s Laureate is 
Julia Donaldson.

__________________________

Professor CHENG Kai-ming, SBS, JP
Chairman 

Standing Committee on Language Education and Research (SCOLAR)
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Some background
 This section is written by teachers for 

teachers: we hope you f ind it useful. The 

anthology has been produced for two main 

reasons. Firstly, to acknowledge and celebrate 

the accomplishments of both the teenage 

writers and, equally importantly, the brilliant 

teachers who inspired and supported them to 

this stage, and with whom we had the privilege 

of working. 

 Secondly, it represents a means by which 

the stories can re-enter the curriculum and the 

classroom, serving to re-animate storytelling 

and stor y-writing as a r ichly imaginative 

language learning resource. It can be used as a 

reading resource and as a source of inspiration 

for the new students who have entered Junior 

Secondary forms this academic year.

 The anthology represents what happens 

when young people apprentice themselves 

in the genres of writing in English. These are 

experimental stories from young people who 

have had an initial idea, an image, or even only 

a phrase to start with, and with the support of 

their teachers, have launched themselves into 

crafting a tale.

 The style, depth and complexity of writing 

varies widely in the volume as, rather than 

creating a writing elite, one key aim of the 

competition was to be inclusive: that is, to 

include writers at all levels of experience in their 

English language learning journey as a means 

of moving them forward on it. The competition 

aims were to celebrate the creativity and 

language all students had to offer, which was 

why we created three word-length categories 

(from short to long) as well as six genre-theme 

categories. 

 You wil l  see stories from novice and 

apprentice writers who are learning how 

to shape ideas and make meaning with the 

language. We view these with equal if not more 

delight and celebration as we do the stories 

from the teenage masters of storying that 

stud this volume. All the stories represent an 

accomplishment of effort and creativity within 

the bounds of that writer’s language realm*.

Resources for teachers
 A further aim of the competition was to 

support English language teachers with materials 

that introduce Junior Secondary students to 

the formal features of stories, the Language 

Arts Elective module, ‘Learning English through 

Short Stories’ being one that students may well 

go on to study in Senior Secondary. For this 

reason, a range of resources was developed 

and uploaded to the competition website. See 

http://storiesalive.ning.com for registration 

procedures to view materials.

How to use this book

* Please note that stories in the volume have been edited in places for language accuracy and phrasing in order to ensure that  
they can be used in the English language classroom.

http://storiesalive.ning.com
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Key Features Index and ‘Simon Says’
 The stor ies produced in this  volume 

therefore represent a veritable treasure trove of 

genres and styles. They serve as exemplars and 

instances of dynamic characterisation, dialogue, 

symbol, parallelism, effective openings and 

closings, twists or the unexpected, atmospheric 

settings, use of plot devices as well as turns 

of phrase. Teachers will want to celebrate and 

use these as exemplars and springboards for 

students’ writing activities.

 We have been fortunate enough to have 

as editor and literary commentator, the writer 

and a member of Hong Kong Writers Circle,  

SCC Overton (known as Simon Overton).  

 Simon has created the Key Features Index as 

a quick-reference summary of story topic and/

or key feature, and which can be found at the 

back of this book. Simon’s commentary guides 

you to areas of creativity and innovation in 

stories or to the key feature you may like to use 

the story to exemplify to your junior secondary 

students. The e-version of the book provides a 

hyperlink to the key feature or segment of the 

story noted in the Key Features Index.  Please 

see http://storiesalive.ning.com/e-book  to view 

the e-version of this anthology.

 In the e-version of this book, you will also 

find additional audio of some of the stories 

being read aloud and also recordings we have 

called, ‘Simon Says’, where Simon describes 

what makes some of the stories effective and 

powerful. These can be used in class as pre- or 

post-reading listening tasks, where students 

decide if they agree or disagree with the views 

expressed. What do they think of the stories?

A note on length and content
 The shortest stories are from 100 words 

long, and the longest ones (sometimes extracts), 

are some 700 to 850 words long. This means 

that teachers will need to think and plan for use 

of class time when including the stories.  

 Some stories have light, whimsical content 

and tone; some have darker topics, themes 

and tone. Therefore, we advise reading before 

selecting which stories will work best with which 

class audiences as teachers know their students 

best.

A final word
 Our intention in creating this volume is that 

it helps to enrich the Junior Secondary story-

reading and story-writing elements of English 

language classes with stories that are ‘hot off 

the press’. The young people who wrote them 

are still at school, a year older and wiser, and 

may still be in Junior Secondary forms. Celebrate 

the verve and accomplishments of these writers 

by reading, enjoying, using and being inspired by 

their creativity.

http://storiesalive.ning.com/e-book
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Theme:
Friends, family, love



  She scampers up the stairs, swiftly but silently. If she wants to succeed, she can’t be caught. 

When she reaches the top of the stairs, she peeks around the corner and re-tucks her fringe behind 

her ear. The coast is clear so she scurries across the cold, tiled floors towards the heavy-looking white 

door pausing only when she thinks she hears the sound of footsteps. She pushes on a door that isn’t 

as heavy as it looks. Before entering the large, spacious room, she takes a glimpse around to ensure it 

is empty. As she peers in, she spots it: directly opposite the door, pushed up against the wall, a small 

rosewood bed-side table with two drawers. 

 She jumps across the room, narrowly avoiding the king-size bed that sits in the middle of the 

room.  She stands still for a few seconds, her heart pounding with adrenaline as she listens for 

the sound of movement. When the girl’s ears detect no noise, she squats in front of the two drawers 

cautiously opening the top one and, after rooting through its contents, she decides that what she 

is searching for is not in that drawer. She closes the drawer and pulls the one below it open, lifts up 

some books, paper and jewellery with her right hand and uses her left to wipe off a thin sheen of 

sweat that covers her forehead. She lifts one last piece of paper and… Jackpot.

  She gingerly picks up one of the small spheres that are enveloped in gold foil and puts it in 

the pocket of her pants while shutting the drawer, a smile creeping across her face. She walks out of 

the room and glances around, once again listening attentively for the sound of footsteps. She doesn’t 

hear anything. She takes the sphere out of her pocket. Once she finishes unwrapping it, taking care 

not to rip the foil, she pops it in her mouth and lets it gradually melt on her tongue. That’s when she 

hears the footsteps approaching her. Her body freezes; she’s unsure of what to do.

 ‘Hi, Mary, what are you doing up here?’ the tall, slim lady standing before Mary looks puzzled yet 

happy to see her… until her eyes find the gold foil wrapper clutched in Mary’s hand and her slightly 

bulged out cheeks. The lady lets out an inaudible gasp and her smile is replaced with a look of anger.

‘Are you eating one of my $5780 dollar per pound DeLafée chocolates with edible gold?’ she says, 

disbelief, shock and anger colouring her voice.

 Busted.

 ‘Sorry Mum.’

Friends, family, love
Forbidden Fruit by Taylor Paige Clancy, YMCA of Hong Kong Christian College

Please see Key Features Index on pg 85
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 The man drove the car. He looked so unhappy and fidgety.  It was because his work wasn't 

going smoothly so he didn't want to go home and see his son and wife. He thought his son and wife 

had become more and more aloof. He didn't know why. They hadn't talked or played together for a 

long time. When he looked at them, he always felt tetchy. It was because he found they had been 

arguing a lot recently.

 He started to find it hard to sleep seven days ago. Then he went to see a doctor. ‘Try to talk to 

your family and make breakfast for them. Relax and release your pressure.’ The doctor advised him. 

He sighed and went back home.

 After he had seen the doctor, he still could not sleep well at night. One day, he got up early. He 

took the doctor's advice and made breakfast. When his wife and son got up and saw the breakfast, 

they were surprised. During breakfast, they didn't say anything to each other. After that day, they 

had their breakfast together every morning and they talked happily. The man's sleeping problem 

disappeared as well.

 ‘Sorry, my dearest son and wife, I have been so indifferent towards you!’ the man admitted.

Friends, family, love
Happiness is Simple by Li Ming Cham, STFA Cheng Yu Tung Secondary School

Please see Key Features Index on pg 89
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  In a page of the long-forgotten story, there was an unusual lake. Walking along a tortuous path, 

stepping on overlapping tree shadows, you would find it lying in the centre of a forest. Layers of heavy 

mist filled the surroundings. What made the lake so unusual was that it had never had a ripple on it. 

 Rain fell to bring vitality to the forest. As if the rain had just evaporated before touching it, the 

lake did not respond to the raindrops and barely a ripple dispersed on it. The rain couldn’t stand the 

lake’s nonchalance. Wondering why it seemed so unfriendly but failing to render an answer, the rain 

left in a state of depression. 

 The animals heard about the rain’s story. They wanted to be friends with the lake and tried to 

get closer to it. They came to the lake and played. They asked the lake to join them and share their 

laughter. Lamentably, the lake didn’t reply. There it was, still and calm as if nothing could perturb its 

tranquillity. The animals felt despised. They dared not touch the lake. They turned around and walked 

away.

 So many years passed, and the lake became famous for its calmness. ‘Dainty like a lady with 

pulchritude that is beyond compare,’ read a tourist in a tourist brochure. She was attracted by the 

tale of the lake. She came into the forest and found it. She sat next to the lake and felt relaxed. She 

spoke out loud in front of the lake. The lake didn’t reply but she did not give up. She talked to it as if 

it was listening. Strumming the lake tenderly with her slim, delicate fingers, she made ripples on the 

lake. The lake was moved by her sweetness. It was softened by her. 

 ‘You do have facial expressions, don’t you?’ the tourist asked with her eyes lowered.

 Willing to tell her about itself, the lake tried to unveil its sorrow with splashes of spray each of 

which murmured, ‘Silence is always the golden key to keep people at bay.’ But the lake was too shy to 

express itself so it kept quiet and stayed calm; yet it was not heartless. Somehow understanding the 

sentiments of the lake, the tourist invited the rain and the animals to reconcile with the lake. 

 She touched the animals gently with one of her hands, and put the other hand softly upon the 

lake’s surface. Like telepathy, the lake felt the friendship in connection with others. ‘You will be a 

beautiful lake... if you learn to love,’ whispered the tourist, who smiled warmly. The lake’s friends 

surrounded it and fed on its water. A flashback to the lonely days the lake had been through welled 

up in their minds. Its grieving heart was caressed and soothed. Ripples slowly started to appear 

and endlessly diffused towards the shore. The lake had been yearning for one thing: to fill up its 

emptiness. And wholeness was finally found. I hope that you find what you’re yearning for too.

Friends, family, love
Ripples by Kung Ki Yan, NTHYK Yuen Long District Secondary School

Please see Key Features Index on pg 93
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 I am a little red fox living in the U.S. I could not believe that I would one day leave my mother. 

Every fox leaves their family when it has grown up. It was raining and thundering when I left mine. 

Roaming in the woods, I met a fox the same age as me. She had left her mum too.

 We stayed together near a town so that we could easily find food. We liked to rampage through 

the rubbish dumping areas to find bits and pieces of junk food. At night we would return to the 

nearby woods and sleep in our own burrows. Although we were good friends, we liked to have our 

own homes.

 One day, we saw a fierce hunter. Luckily, he did not see us but I saw he was holding a big red fox. 

When I looked at it carefully, I found that it was my mum!  I wanted to kill the hunter and have 

my mum back. But my friend stopped me. She said the hunter might kill me as well because he was 

strong and had a gun.  Sadly, I watched him carry my mum away.

 That night, I could not sleep because I knew I would never see my mum again. I needed to be 

brave. 

 My mum always said life is not always easy. 

Friends, family, love
Leaving Home by Ku Ka Fai, Kwun Tong Government Secondary School

Please see Key Features Index on pg 91
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 When Lily was little, her dad always read story books with her. They read together every night 

before bedtime and enjoyed it very much.

 Dad went to the library and book shop every week to get new story books. One day, dad was 

so tired that he forgot to buy any new story books. As he did not want to disappoint Lily, he wrote a 

story himself. Lily loved dad's story very much and wanted to listen to his story every night.

 The next day, they found that the incidents mentioned in dad's story actually started happening 

in real life! ‘Dad, can I create my own story tonight? I want my dreams to come true,’ Lily asked. ‘Of 

course,’ Dad replied. They created their own stories every night and the stories did come true.

 Good things can hardly be long-lasting. Dad was sick and he could not make up new stories 

with Lily at home.  He had to go into hospital. Lily felt bored and lonely because she could not have 

bedtime stories with her dad.

 One day after school, Lily had a great idea! She phoned Dad before she went to bed. She was 

very excited because she knew she would be able to create stories with him again!  ‘I miss our 

bedtime stories, Dad,’ Lily said.  ‘I miss our stories and I miss you too!’ Dad answered. 

 Then, they started to create their stories again while Lily visited him in hospital. ‘Let's do it again,’ 

Dad suggested. ‘Sure,’ Lily replied happily. They created a story about a father and a daughter. They 

enjoyed reading and listening to stories but it was midnight already.  Lily needed to go to bed so 

they ended their story. ‘The father was sick but he eventually recovered,’ Lily said. ‘Maybe this story 

will come true and I can get over the illness!’ Dad said.  ‘I hope so, ‘Lily replied.

  The next day, Dad really felt better. He could go home and did not need to stay in hospital 

any more. He created stories with Lily again although their stories no longer came true.

Friends, family, love
Stories Come True by Ip Yin Hei, NTHYK Yuen Long District Secondary School

Please see Key Features Index on pg 87
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 Once upon a time, there was a kind girl called Cherry, who lived in a village.

  Everyone hated her very much because she was very ugly. Although she was not pretty, she 

was very kind and helpful because when she saw someone in trouble, she would help them. However, 

these people refused Cherry’s help because they did not want to see her ugly face. Cherry thought 

nobody liked her and finally she left her village.

 Cherry walked and walked. She came to a forest. She felt hungry. At that moment, she saw a lot 

of colourful mushrooms so she ate some. Suddenly, something strange happened to her. She became 

a very pretty girl. She could not believe it and ran back to the village. The villagers did not recognise 

her as the ugly Cherry they had known. 

 Now, many boys loved her and she married a rich man called Tom. She lived with Tom in a huge 

house. She was rich and had lots of jewellery. However, over time she had turned into an unkind and 

unhelpful person. She was bad and not helpful at all. When she saw someone in trouble, she would 

not help them and went away. Even though she was rich, when her poor friends asked for her help, 

she would not lend them money or buy food for them. She was not considerate anymore.  Now, 

everyone in the village hated her and missed the old Cherry, the one who was ugly but who had a 

nice and helpful mind.

 Cherry knew what the villagers thought. She looked at herself in the mirror one day. She thought 

about herself in the past and considered herself now. She started to cry. While she was crying, a fairy 

suddenly appeared and said, ‘Cherry, you are not a bad girl. You were born to be considerate and 

kind. However, you care about your appearance too much. Although you have become pretty and 

rich, people do not like you because you are unkind and impolite. You should now understand that 

having inner beauty is more important than your outer appearance. You should be the helpful Cherry 

again.’ Cherry felt ashamed and the fairy disappeared. 

 Finally, Cherry made an effort to change herself into a good girl once again. She became nice and 

considerate. Now everyone loves her and she lives happily with her husband in the village.

Friends, family, love
What is Beauty? by Chow Lok Yin, TWGHs Sun Hoi Directors‘ College

Please see Key Features Index on pg 87
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  A friend in need is not a friend indeed!

 Many people nowadays believe that ‘a friend in need is a friend indeed.’ However, I don’t agree 

with this proverb.

 Last month, my friend Nicholas and I broke the glass windows opposite the basketball court 

when we were playing basketball. We fled the scene as fast as we could.

 The day after that, my class teacher Mr. Cheung scolded us and I was regretful. Suddenly, 

Nicholas said, ‘It wasn’t Michael who did it. It was my fault.’ I wanted to explain, but Nicholas stopped 

me by winking. It turned out that Nicholas got a conduct mark deduction for his so called ‘fault’.

  Just when I thought that Nicholas was really ‘a friend indeed’, he did something the following 

week that made me so upset that I trembled with rage.  It was well known amongst our friends that 

Nicholas  was  a  smoker  and  that  he  brought  cigarettes  to  school  every  day.  One  day,  the  discipline 

master wanted to check our schoolbags and Nicholas started shivering with nerves. I approached him 

and patted him, ‘Why are you so nervous?’ He replied quickly, ‘Nothing, nothing.’ Then, while I wasn’t 

looking, he put his cigarettes into my bag.

 The discipline master found the cigarettes in my bag and I got a major demerit. I was upset and 

angry because I discovered later that it was Nicholas who did this.

 I asked him while my tears were pouring down my face, ‘Why did you do that to me? Why? I 

thought you were my best friend in school and I trusted you a lot. But you…’ 

 He replied without regret, ‘  Don’t be silly. Last time I helped you because I thought it was just 

like buying insurance for my future. I knew that I would be in serious trouble later. How silly you are! 

Haha!’ he laughed loudly. Suddenly a storm broke which exactly matched how I felt.

 Although this was a bad experience, it has given me a chance to see the true side of a human 

being and a lesson has been learnt. While this incident won't affect my attitude towards friendship, I 

will take extra care when I make new friends next time. I would also explain to the discipline master 

that the packet of cigarettes was not mine if I were given a second chance.

Friends, family, love
Friendship by Yan Zhipeng, King‘s College

Please see Key Features Index on pg 87
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 My name is Alex. I am a Secondary 2 student.  Every day after school, I practise the piano 

in the school music room. Since there are no people, it is very quiet. There's only the sound of the 

piano. One day, I met a girl who changed my life.

 On 24th May 2008, I saw the girl in the music room. There were two pianos. She used the new 

one and I used the old one. I pressed a key, and she started to sing the song that I wanted to play! 

How could she possibly have known?

 Then, she said to me, ‘Hi, I always see you practising the piano after school. I always listen. It’s 

great!’

 l asked, ‘Why do you know the song that I want to play? Do you always listen to me?’ 

 She answered, ‘Yes.’

 I said, 'Both of us are piano fanatics. Can we be friends?’

 She said, ‘Sure. My name is Christy.’

 We became friends. 

 Since then, we have also become partners when entering competitions. We always take part in 

competitions in Hong Kong and practise the piano every day. 

 In our first competition in Hong Kong, we didn’t win the championship, only coming second, so 

we practised the piano day and night. With time, we became closer, on intimate terms. At that time, 

we felt that our closeness was a secret between the two of us, and one that shouldn’t be disclosed. 

 After five months, we won first prize in a competition and by that point, we had become lovers.

  Now, we play the piano together besides shopping, walking and playing. I hope this feeling of 

love will last forever and be our secret.

Friends, family, love
Piano Secret by Yau Chun Hin, Tin Shui Wai Government Secondary School

Please see Key Features Index on pg 88
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 Summer had ended and a new school year was about to begin. As for Alexis, a 14-year-old girl, it 

was a new beginning to her life. She had just moved to this district so she was very nervous about her 

first day of school. In the newly decorated house in Beverley Hills, Alexis walked down the stairs from 

her bedroom in her pyjamas. 

 ‘Mom, I’m nervous and my stomach doesn’t feel right. I don’t think I can go to school,’ Alexis said 

while faking stomach pain and pressing her belly. ‘Everyone is nervous on their first day of school; 

you’ll be alright. Come on, finish your breakfast and get changed, or you’ll be late for school,’ Alexis’s 

mom said and pushed the breakfast towards Alexis.

 On the way to school, Alexis kept staring out the window to observe the neighbourhood. As the 

car moved closer to the school, Alexis shouted, ‘Mom, Stop here! Don’t go too near the school. I don’t 

want anyone to see me in your car.’ She quickly unfastened the seatbelt and grabbed her backpack. 

 ‘Alright. I respect your decision. Now give me a hug before you go,’ Alexis’s mom said and 

reached her hand out ready to hug Alexis.

 Alexis quickly got out of the car and said, ‘I am already 15; I am not a baby anymore. Besides, it’s 

already lame enough to have my mom take me to school. Now you want me to hug you? No way!’ 

Alexis scurried into the school.

 ‘Teenagers!’ Alexis’s mother sighed and shook her head. While walking, Alexis saw a girl get out 

of a limo and walk into the school. Everyone moved away to clear a path for that girl to walk through. 

The girl then flipped her red hair in the air. ‘Wow,’ Alexis thought, ‘you’re just going to school; why 

make a big fuss of it?’

 Before Alexis went to her classroom, she had to fill in some forms at the general office. After 

that she walked to her classroom. When she reached Room 307, she knocked on the door and asked, 

‘Is this Miss Clark’s class?’ Miss Clark turned her head and with a smile, said, ‘Yes, it is. You must be 

Alexis.’ Alexis nodded and Miss Clark continued, ‘Come in, let me introduce you to the class.’ Then 

Alexis walked slowly towards Miss Clark. 

 ‘Class, may I have your attention?’ Miss Clark shouted. Everyone in the class turned their heads 

and looked at Miss Clark. ‘Thank you. This is Alexis and she’s a newly transferred student.’ Miss Clark 

gestured towards Alexis.

  ‘So, Alexis, why don’t you tell us something about yourself?’ Miss Clark suggested. ‘S... s... sure. 

Friends, family, love
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Well, I’m Alexis and I’m new to this school…’ Alexis stuttered. ‘We all know that. Do you have anything 

else to say?’ Alexis noticed the girl that had come to school in a limo talking. ‘Melissa, don’t be mean,’ 

instructed Miss Clark making Melissa pout. ‘Please continue, Alexis,’ Miss Clark said, and gave Alexis a 

big smile. 

 ‘My hobby is reading…’ ‘Lame!’ Melissa broke off Alexis’s sentence. The girls who were sitting 

beside Melissa giggled. ‘Melissa, see me after school,’ yelled Miss Clark fiercely.

 ‘What!’ Melissa shouted and stared at Alexis. Then the bell rang.

 ‘You may continue later, Alexis. And you may sit there,’ Miss Clark said and pointed to an empty 

seat next to a blonde girl. ‘Thanks, Miss Clark,’ Alexis said.

 ‘Hi, Alexis. I’m Stella. Nice to meet you,’ Stella said with a big smile on her face. ‘Hi. Nice to meet 

you too,’ Alexis replied ‘So you like reading?’ Stella asked. ‘Yeah!’ Alexis replied. ‘I love reading too. 

Maybe we could read together some day,’ Stella said. ‘That would be great!’ Alexis exclaimed.

 ‘What do you think of this class?’ ‘I think you are all very nice, but Melissa is a little…’ Alexis 

hesitated. ‘Mean, self-centred, spoiled...?’ Stella answered spontaneously. ‘Pretty much!’ Alexis gave 

a forced smile.

 ‘You better watch out for Melissa. She will to get back on you,’ Stella warned Alexis.

 ‘Why?’ Alexis was puzzled. ‘Well, you did embarrass her in front of the whole class by making her 

have detention,’ Stella explained.

 ‘But I didn’t mean it.’ 

 ‘Melissa won’t take that for an answer. She must hate you like hell right now.’ 

End of extract
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  Is 'Hello!' the usual phrase to start a friendship?

 When I was in form one, my best friend was called Mary. She was a nice girl in my class. However, 

the time we spent together became less as we went into different classes in form two.

 A few months ago, a ball game competition was held between my class and Mary's class. On the 

competition day, some of our classmates forgot to bring their sportswear so we asked the student 

union to postpone the competition. Fortunately, our request was permitted, yet Mary's class was 

angry about the arrangement. They then asked the student union, 'Why was Candy's class able to 

change the date of the competition?' The spokesperson of the student union confusingly told Mary’s 

class that the postponement should not have been allowed! 

 The ball game was rescheduled and in the end, my class won the competition. That night, Mary 

sent me a message asking me not to walk her to school anymore as we used to do every morning. 

 I calmly agreed.

  Since the day my class won the competition, Mary and I have become strangers. When we 

meet at school, a plain 'hello' is now good enough for us.

Friends, family, love
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31st December 2050

Dear Desperate Kids,

 Hi! This is a letter from your loyal friend who pays you an annual visit - except for this year.

  Above all, I’d like to send my sincere apologies to each of you. I’m so sorry for not coming 

this year. I know that it’s a sacred promise to give presents to all the well-behaved kids and have tried 

my best to fulfil my responsibility in the past decades. (No bluffing, even on the day my wife was in 

labour, I was working!)

 I’ve received tonnes of complaints, which have nearly flooded my room. I can imagine the scene 

of you kids holding a pen, tilting your head and thinking of different vocabulary to try to express how 

you were overwhelmed with disappointment and rage at my absence.

 I was heart-broken when reading your letters realizing how I had let you down. I felt like a 

ruthless villain cheating naïve and adorable kids.

  Now Kids, I’d like to unveil the truth about the ‘Mysterious Disappearance of Santa’ (as all of 

the newspapers have described).

 I’d like to clarify that I have neither been kidnapped nor murdered. (Never believe in rumours. 

Never believe the South Pole Daily.)

 The truth is that I’ve got stuck in the Santa Village.

  Due to global warming, the temperature in recent years has been going up at a vigorous 

speed causing the ice on the roads, streets, lanes and avenues to melt. Even my best sledge pulled by 

Rudolf couldn’t move a bit.

 So Kids, if you still want your Christmas presents next year, take action now!

  Wishing you all a Merry-Without-Presents-Christmas.

 Yours,

 Santa

Struggle, self-discovery, social issues
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  ‘Slap!’ My face immediately went red.

 At home, the curtains moved strongly in what seemed like a serious atmosphere. I could hear the 

noise of traffic. The living room was quiet.  I had arrived home ten minutes ago, which was 11.00p.m. 

I decided to walk into my room quietly and tried not to awaken my mum, but I failed.

 ‘Where have you been?’ my mum asked.

 ‘I was out with my friends,’ I said.

 ‘Why didn't you call me?’ Mum asked. ‘Don't you know that I was very worried about you?’

 ‘So what?’ I replied.  And that's why my mum slapped me.

 I rushed back to my room and burst into tears. After a minute, my mum came into my room and 

sat on my bed.

 ‘Sorry, I shouldn't have slapped you,’ my mum said.

 ‘I was wrong. I made a mistake too, I should respect you.’ I apologised.

 Then, we hugged and smiled at each other.

Struggle, self-discovery, social issues
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 Raindrops slowly glided down my window just like the tears on my cheeks. My body scrunched 

up in a ball under a ragged old quilt. I thought to myself, ‘Why me? Why can’t my life be like everyone 

else’s?’ Every day the same routine, my mother comes home stumbling through the door drunk and 

angry at me since she thinks I’m the reason that Dad left. It’s not my fault we don’t have enough 

money to pay the bills. She just doesn’t understand that there might be something wrong with my 

life. 

 It was Tuesday morning and I couldn’t help but think of the misery that school brings me. After 

reflecting for some time I decided to get out of bed and get ready for my horrible day at school. 

Slowly pulling out one foot at a time, my toes touched the stained carpet.  Limping across the 

floor to the kitchen, which stank of smoke and alcohol, I foraged for food. There was nothing. I let out 

a deep sigh and went to dress for school. Mud and dirt from yesterday’s fight stained my shirt. The 

hung-over beast was still sleeping so I tried my best not to make a sound, as I knew that would just 

involve another uncomfortable confrontation.

 Just as I was about to close the door I heard her voice crackling as she shouted, ‘Robert, Robert! 

Get in here! Quick as a bullet I ran from my house. A fear of guilt washed over me but I knew that 

what my abusive mother was doing to me was wrong. Halfway to school now and across the street 

I see families walking hand in hand, laughing and talking to each other as if they live in a whole 

different world to me.

 As I approached the school gates I saw him there standing with his so called ‘gang’ just waiting 

for me. I decided to just walk straight past him and hope that he wouldn’t do anything. His tormenting 

eyes met mine and he mouthed to me, ‘You will die’. I knew from that moment on that school was 

never going to be a playground for me. He was the eagle and I was his prey. No one was on my side. 

There was no one to talk to. I hated school. I hated my life. 

 For two years I’d been going through this and I just had no hope anymore. Why should any kid 

have to be scared out of their skin to go to school? Day after day passed by and no, my mother didn’t 

notice the bruises on my face and the scratches on my leg. I was surprised she didn’t even hear my 

sobbing at night. 

 I learned to put up with my mother and was even grateful that I had a place to sleep at night, but 

what I couldn’t put up with was the bullying. All the threats and hateful words that pass from people’s 

Struggle, self-discovery, social issues
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mouths slowly killed me deep down inside. No one knows the real me. If they could just spend a 

minute to respect me then maybe they would find out that all the rumours that people started aren’t 

true.

 A group of girls came up to me and told me stuff about my mother that I don’t even want to say. 

Anger drowned me. I took it out on the wall, punching it ‘til my fists bled. No wonder people hated 

me, but the reason why I acted like that was all because of them. Numerous people who I don’t know 

came up to me, put on sarcastic voices and asked me how I could live with such an abusive mother. I 

guess gossip gets around school fast. I ignored them. Although I was petrified and hated my mother, 

deep down inside I loved her.

End of extract
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 Although James didn’t earn much, he saved some money every week to buy a lottery ticket. 

 He believed that he would become a millionaire some day and would not need to work anymore.

 James lived in the slums. Inside his house, the light was dim. The nasty smells from the sewers 

nearly made him suffocate while rats scampered across the old wooden floor.

 One morning, while he was checking the lottery results in the corner of the newspaper, 

something unusual happened. He found that the numbers on his ticket were exactly the same as the 

ones in the newspaper!  ‘Oh! Thank God!’ he prayed gratefully. He had no words to describe how 

excited he was.

 After getting the windfall of 1,000,000 dollars, he kept the money in his pockets as he did not 

trust the bank. That night, James went to the restaurant he usually dined at in a brand new set of 

clothes and wearing a golden watch.

 The restaurant, which was owned by his friend, Peter, was old and dirty. The air was mixed 

with the smells of sweat and fumes. James stepped into the restaurant proudly and confidently but 

nobody greeted or smiled at this  ‘millionaire’.

 When James wanted to order food, Peter only asked coolly,  ‘What do you want?’  ‘Um... just the 

same as before,’ James answered. Then, Peter turned around and continued to work. He wondered 

why even his best friend was treating him like that.

 Suddenly, he heard some people discussing him. ‘Look at that arrogant guy! He looks rich but he 

likes to come to this slum to dine,’ an unfriendly man said.  ‘Hum! He just wants to show off. What 

an egomaniac!’ another man agreed jealously. James finished dinner quickly and left feeling sad and 

empty.

 On the way home, James passed through a dark alley. Suddenly, something hit his head hard. This 

was how he passed out. When he woke up, he realized that his pockets were empty and his watch 

had been stolen as well.  ‘No! No! No! It's impossible!’ James yelled angrily and in despair. He had just 

managed to obtain his riches but had lost them all within the same day.

  From that point, James reverted to being a poor wretch and everything started again. The 

upside of this was that Peter and his neighbours started treating him as their best friend again. James 

promised himself,  ‘I'll become a real millionaire some day by the hard work of my own hands!’

Struggle, self-discovery, social issues
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 I have never found myself to be a lucky person, but what does being ‘lucky’ actually mean? I doubt 

I know. Luck, a very abstract word, can mean many things. Some use it to explain pleasant occurrences 

in life, whereas others use it as an excuse for misfortunes. Ever since I was a child, many questions 

have popped up in my mind. What is luck? Where does it come from? I never understood – until the 

day I met him. 

 I still remember the first day I saw him. 

  The amber flecks in his dark eyes glinted in the bright morning sun with shimmers of 

gold.  Golden blond hair flopped casually over one eye as he gambolled towards me with a friendly 

expression on his face.

 That was when I knew he would be the only one I could ever love.  

 Alas, he was gone before I knew it. 

 That day, I was lounging in my sun-drenched backyard, when I heard a sharp bark coming 

from outside. I followed the direction of the yapping sound warily, expecting to see my neighbour’s 

ferocious dog or a large stray, but certainly not this... Clambering up the side of the fence was a small, 

utterly innocuous puppy.  With eyes as big as marbles and bright as black diamonds, it stared at 

me. My heart instantly melted at the sight of that little ball of fur and the stress from problems I had 

been thinking about faded clean away as I walked over to the fence and let him in. 

 He did not show the slightest sign of apprehension as he gambolled towards me with a waggish 

expression and an adorable puppy grin plastered all over his face. A soft warm nose rubbed against my 

thigh and I simply could not resist the urge to pick him up and pet him. His coat was as soft as silk and 

his dark chocolate eyes seemed as if they could peer into my soul and understand what I was feeling.  

 My parents simply could not say no to my hopeful face and I got to keep him.  I named him Paws.  

From that day onwards, Paws became the centre of my life. Every morning, after I woke up, I would go 

check on him and feed him. I would walk with him on my way to school, and run back home with my 

lunch just to play with him. After school, I spent most of my time doing homework with him curled on 

my lap relishing the warm feeling. I took him for jogs over the weekend. Our lives were tightly woven 

together like two sides of a strand of DNA. I cherished every moment that I had with Paws. He was the 

only one I could talk to without worrying about betrayal. Life seemed perfect with Paws by my side. I 

should have known that perfection was just a mirage and would not last.

End of extract
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 Peter is a secondary 4 student. He has big eyes and a big mouth. He plays the forward position in 

the school basketball team. He plays very well too. All the team members and his coach admire him 

very much. He always wins in competitions.

 Last Saturday, while he was practising by himself, he injured himself because he was being 

careless. His leg felt very painful so he went to the hospital with his parents and had a doctor check it. 

 The doctor told him, ‘You can’t do any exercise until your leg gets better. If you don't follow my 

instructions, you will get hurt again and feel even more pain. It is very dangerous.’

 Peter was annoyed. He didn’t know what to do. He had a competition in three days. He could 

not take part. Peter didn’t tell his team members about his leg because he didn’t want them to be 

worried about him. Although his parents advised him not to play, he still chose to play. He decided to 

take part in the competition. He just wanted to win the game.

 On Tuesday, he attended the game with his injured leg still hurting. During the game, Peter 

passed the ball to his mate, John, because Peter could not run or jump easily. John felt worried by 

Peter’s performance. When the players took a break from the game, John asked Peter, ‘What’s wrong 

with you? You look so distracted today. Tell me… tell me what's happening.’ 

 Peter told John everything. John was surprised and stopped Peter from continuing the game. 

‘But…’ Peter said with a gloomy face,  ‘I don’t want you to make your leg worse and risk 

never playing basketball with us again. Don't be stupid, Peter! Of course, we all want to win the 

competition. It would be very hard to win without you because we are a team. Don't worry about 

this. We will solve this problem! For now, you need to look after your leg and get over your injury.’ 

Peter understood what John was saying.

 A few weeks later, Peter’s leg had healed. He felt so relieved. 

 By going through this incident, he discovered that his friends are on his side. They can help him 

to solve problems. Peter promised he would not be careless again.
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 Moses spoke austerely at last, ‘Losing your own father must be shattering, but that’s never an 

excuse for causing pain in others, least of all your deeply wounded mother. You’re stabbing everyone 

to make them feel the same as you, deep in your pathetic heart.’ Moses’ words pushed needles into 

Alex’s heart as their gazes met. Knowing that the boy had had quite enough, Moses’ voice softened, 

‘Change... for yourself. I shall always be there.’ He paused, ‘And you may try to meet some of these 

little folks in a place I serve - orphans, but blessed.’ He whispered as he left, ‘You are a good-natured 

boy.’ 

 Alex shook at the words as if having a spasm while the room's once-again absolute silence 

reminded him of the miserable hollowness in himself - alone, deep inside, there was nothing. Alex 

closed his eyes wearily, balled his fists, and sat there the rest of that moody night. And still the rain 

was merry...

 Alex was snapped back to the present as the caretaker beckoned him into the centre hall. 

 Outside, the downpour seemed to have become a drizzle. ‘The future may be too hazy and the 

present too heavy,’ he murmured. ‘But I have a steely determination to change.’

 What greeted him then were 12 expectant faces. As embarrassment and past thoughts came 

over him, he became cross, but quickly recovered and greeted the children heartily. Having no 

experience of working with kids, Alex started off with a few rotten jokes, and the children chuckled 

at his clumsy attempts, glad to have company. They next played Alex’s puzzles and mind boosters. 

At first, only a few took part but others soon followed as the group gradually grew more enthusiastic 

amid plenty of loud laughter.

 Time flew as they enjoyed themselves, and soon it was noon, when the rain finally stopped. In a 

split second, the sandwiches Alex prepared were devoured leaving the table clean.

 After the hunger pangs were appeased, Alex led them to a playground with slides, swings and 

tree houses to organise a game of hide-and-seek. Although Alex felt uncomfortable playing with the 

noisy and ‘crazy’ children, the thrill from the game, with some kids hiding behind statues refusing to 

acknowledge they had been found, soon renewed him with a sense of wonder at simple pleasures. 

Their shrieks of laughter startled passers-by, but this time Alex only smiled back. The little monkeys 

were covered in sweat as was Alex himself before the entire crew headed for the library.

 It took quite a few hushes to quieten the excited children, but wider worlds in books eventually 
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engrossed them. Even Alex found his limited knowledge challenged when asked to explain things. 

When the questions proved too much, he promised to answer them some day and ushered them 

back to the children’s centre. To his own surprise, Alex himself was also engaged in all the thinking 

and learning before he knew it. The grown-up smiled with great joy as the sudden, last ray of sunlight 

bathed his once-misty but clear eyes.

 It was just in time for dinner when they returned. But the mood at the table was curiously silent. 

The reason soon became apparent when one child asked Alex if this would be their first and last 

memory of him. ‘No,’ he replied in a sharp tone that echoed in the small centre, ‘I shall never forget 

all the fun I had. Of course I will be back.’ He grinned, but his eyes welled up at the same time. He 

choked back his tears and declared, ‘I love you guys.' Although the statement was short, it sparkled 

in both the young hearts of the children and Alex’s. They knew it struck a life-long change; they were 

all wordless for such a long while. The mood picked up very slowly, but they all managed to tuck into 

the food passing round gazes, smiles and words that communicated a happy sense of connectedness 

between them.

 Soon it was the reluctant goodnight time so Alex embraced every single one of the children 

tightly and swore again to be back as soon as he could. 

 When Alex reached home, he heard a voice call his name in a familiar but uncertain tone, ‘Alex?’ 

 His mother’s face poked out of the kitchen. The lonely moon seemed to be peacefully smiling, 

and so was Alex. Alex hugged his surprised white-haired mother, ‘We are not alone, never...alone.’

End of extract
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 I went out and passed a park. The park was full of hustle and bustle. There were little girls, young 

boys, pretty ladies and gentlemen… l realised that today was Sunday, also a 'Family Day'. I hated 

Sundays. It's usual for an orphan like me to have a dislike for Sundays!

 There was a child eating ice-cream with his parents. He showed a contented smile on his face. 

However, what I thought was that it was a sinister smile, asking me, 'Why don't you have parents?' To 

me, his face was odious!

 Suddenly, his parents disappeared. It was a chance for me to hit back at the arrogant child. I 

stepped up to him and pushed him down. I also trod his ice-cream into the ground. At that time, I 

thought of the accident which left me alone alive. 'Was it my fate to lose my parents?' I asked myself 

on the way home.

 'You are a forlorn puppy!' everyone laughed at me when I was studying in primary school. This 

sentence drove me frantic and I smashed up all the furniture. I quickly ran to the toilet and looked in 

the mirror. 

 I started crying. The tears trickled from my eyes to my neck. I tried to erase the tear stains, but 

I failed. My face became so sticky. I found that I was melting. My eyebrows, nose and mouth were 

dripping like wax. My image was as scary as a monster.

 I didn't know what to do. I just quickly opened the refrigerator and removed all the crisper 

shelves inside. I hoped I could freeze myself back to normal by hiding in the refrigerator. Without 

hesitation, I closed the refrigerator. In such a dark and frosty environment, I was out cold. 

  'Ring… ring…’ outside the refrigerator, my phone rang, but I could no longer answer it. It was 

a call from the psychologist who could help me: an expert in hallucination therapy.
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